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As Romania officially entered the electoral campaign for the December 11 parliamentary 

elections, polls and sociological surveys have begun assessing the chances political parties stand 

at the voting booth. A poll conducted by IRES for Digi24 broadcaster and released on Monday, 

November 7, details the criteria voters use before making a decision. Some 38% of Romanians are 

voting for the person running in the elections, while 21% claim that mayors' endorsement is crucial 

for their option at the voting booth. The Government program proposed by political parties ranks 

third, while political parties themselves cover just 11% of voters' option. The results of the IRES-

conducted poll are worrisome, confirming Romanians' lack of understanding of how Parliament 

works. More so, the result also confirms the lack of trust in politics and political parties. Apart 

from showing a rather grim picture of the state of democracy, the IRES poll may indicate a low 

turnout, and most importantly that political parties with a strong territorial network have higher 

chances of winning votes than second-tier parties. 

Public statements released by the Social Democrat leadership are paving the road to a kind 

of candidate with a large appeal to voters. After Liviu Dragnea presented PSD’s proposed Prime 

Minister as “a presentable gentleman”, on Sunday (November 13) Victor Ponta gave more details 

on Social Democrats’ nominee. Ponta stated that the next PSD prime minister is a former member 

of his cabinet. On the other hand, both PSD’s Dragnea and Prime Minister Dacian Cioloș have 

addressed the dangers of charismatic leadership. While Cioloș denounced political parties’ strategy 

of promoting a “Messianic Leader” and asked PNL members to distance themselves from such 

electoral tactics, the Social Democrats are not shying away from the prospects of a charismatic 

leader that would give them an extra thrust in the elections. So far, mystery surrounds Social 

Democrats’ nomination for Prime Minister. 

Unlike PNL, whose strategy seems to be to endorse candidates with no political experience 

but with a potential appeal to voters (such as 83-y.o. surgeon Leon Dănăila, the first one on the 

lists for the Senate), Social Democrats are delivering an electoral discourse based on their political 

and administrative experience. As PSD’s leadership has either been convicted or are awaiting 

decisions of the Court, their strategy is to promote their government platform rather than focus on 

individual candidates. In this sense, Social Democrats are trying to cover potential liabilities and 

compensate by invoking their political administration know-how. 

The results of the local elections also place a PSD-ALDE alliance ahead of their main 

counter-candidates. It is worthwhile observing that 21% of the respondents to the IRES poll 

answered that their decision is heavily influenced by their mayors’ endorsement of a political 

candidate or party. After the June 2016 elections, PSD and ALDE have over 1700 mayors, while 

PNL has less than 1,100. The fact that the two parties have a solid basis in the County Councils 

seemingly credits the PSD-ALDE alliance with the first chance for December 11. 

http://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/politica/alegeri-parlamentare-2016/sondaj-ires-ce-cred-romanii-despre-parlamentari-607690
http://www.romaniatv.net/victor-ponta-dezvaluiri-despre-premierul-psd-va-fi-un-fost-ministru-din-cabinetul-meu_325268.html
http://www.romaniatv.net/victor-ponta-dezvaluiri-despre-premierul-psd-va-fi-un-fost-ministru-din-cabinetul-meu_325268.html
http://www.digi24.ro/special/dosare/alegeri-locale-2016/rezultate-finale-preliminare-psd-1-677-de-primari-pnl-1-081-de-primari-527405


 

 

  

This situation was confirmed by an electoral poll conducted by Avangarde and presented 

by Antena 3 TV station. According to the survey, between June and November, PSD lost 2% of 

their voters, standing at 38%, while PNL dropped from 30% to 26%, standing at 8% behind the 

Social Democrats. While the poll confirms the current status-quo, it also shows the rise of Nicușor 

Dan’s USR, from 8% in June to 12% in November.  

In this context, data shows that PSD & ALDE have high chances at winning a majority at 

the elections, yet that does not guarantee they also win the majority in Parliament. On the other 

hand, it is less likely that a rise of USR would bring PNL to power, eventually with the aid of 

UDMR. USR and UDMR are expected to be the swing parties that could help form a majority in 

Parliament, and while PSD’s Liviu Dragnea rejected a collaboration with UDMR, his partner Călin 

Popescu Tăriceanu did not rule out this option. Dragnea’s rejection of a collaboration with UDMR 

may be regarded as an electoral strategy, as it is not a guarantee that the PSD leader would stick 

to this decision after December 11. An eventual expansion of the PSD-ALDE alliance is to be 

expected, in case the two parties fail to meet a solid majority. Prime Minister Dacian Cioloș’ 

presence at the USR headquarters on November 9, a couple of days after taking part in the PNL 

rally, indicates that USR and PNL may eventually work together.  

Uncertainties over the formation of political alliances to secure a majority in Parliament 

that would propose either PM Cioloș for a second term, or Social Democrats’ “mystery” PM come 

down to the score the two largest parties get on December 11. PSD is currently ahead, yet it is 

rather unlikely that they single-handedly win over 51%. On the other hand, PM Dacian Cioloș, 

endorsed by PNL and USR, also has the support of President Iohannis, who would sooner appoint 

him than a Social Democrat.  

If Romania avoids a political deadlock leading to negotiations over forming a majority, the 

new Parliament is expected to take office before Christmas, with the new Prime Minister being 

appointed in mid-late December. More importantly, by the end of December – early January, the 

new Parliament has to vote the budget for 2017.  

http://www.evz.ro/pnl-prabuseste-sondaje.html
http://www.mediafax.ro/politic/prim-ministrul-dacian-ciolos-la-o-dezbatere-cu-usr-programul-formatiunii-foarte-credibil-pentru-perioada-urmatoare-15935578
http://www.mediafax.ro/politic/prim-ministrul-dacian-ciolos-la-o-dezbatere-cu-usr-programul-formatiunii-foarte-credibil-pentru-perioada-urmatoare-15935578

